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Reviewer 120

I appreciate the efforts the authors have made to address my comments on the early21

version of the manuscript. However, as I read throughout the revised manuscript, I22

think there are still some technical issues with the model formulation and lack of23

robustness of model assumptions and simulation experiments, listed as follows.24

Thank you very much for your valuable comments on our paper. We believe current25

comments have greatly helped improve the quality of the paper. Here are the26

responses to your comments:27

28

1. Equation (2)-(4). What is the definition of “environmental capacities of29

socioeconomic variables”? If Nt>Ncap, N is mathematically forced to decrease (or30

stay constant), even if the community has no awareness of environmental31

deterioration (i.e., f(E)=0). Why?32

1. Response:33

Thanks for your supportive comment. “environmental capacities of34

socioeconomic variables” indicates the maximum value that can be carried by the35

system, which is used to constrain the socioeconomic variables within their maximum36

values. Even if negative feedback driven by environmental awareness is not triggered37

(i.e., f(E)=0), N is not allowed to increase when Nt is larger than Ncap.38

To make it clearer, we have replaced “environmental capacities of39

socioeconomic variables” with “environmental carrying capacities of socioeconomic40

variables” in the paper.41

Thanks.42

43

2. The authors argue that “As the growth rate in the original Malthusian growth44

model is adopted as a constant, socioeconomic factors will reach infinity in a45

long-time evolution. Therefore, we assume that population, GDP, and crop area46

increase with decreasing rates over time” (Line 172).47
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In fact, although a decreasing, exponential term is added to the growth rate equation,48

the variables can still reach infinity in a long run, as long as the value of the growth49

rate is positive. Therefore, it cannot justify why you have to add the exponential term.50

And I still cannot appreciate the assumption that technology development will slow51

down the growth of population, GDP, and crop area. I suggest the authors consider52

using another statement instead of “technology development” to explain this term. In53

fact, in the model, the growth rate is just a function of time, and there is no technology54

involved.55

2. Response:56

Thanks for your supportive comment. We have given more details for the57

improved Malthusian growth model in line 174-179. According to previous studies,58

the socioeconomic expansion in China will slow down (He et al., 2017; Lin et al.,59

2016), the growth rate of which will decrease. The constant growth rate in the original60

Malthusian growth model is thereby not applicable for socioeconomic simulation.61

Therefore, we used exponential terms (i.e., exp(-φt)) to simulate the evolution of62

socioeconomic variables, which increases with decreasing rate.63

We agree with your opinion that the variables can still reach infinity in a long run64

with exponential term (e.g., scenario Ⅱ in Figure 10). Therefore, we add the feedback65

function driven by environmental awareness (i.e. f(E)) to the equation to regulate the66

socioeconomic expansion. As is shown in Figure 10, socioeconomic variables keep67

increasing under the scenario without considering environmental awareness feedback68

(i.e., scenario Ⅱ), while the over-speed socioeconomic expansion is effectively69

constrained under the scenario considering environmental awareness feedback (i.e.,70

scenario Ⅰ), which exactly indicates that environmental awareness is of great71

significance for the sustainable development of WEFS nexus.72

We have replaced “technological development” with “social development” (i.e.,73

κPexp(-φPt), κGexp(-φGt), κCAexp(-φCAt) are used to depict the impacts of social74

development on the evolution of population, GDP, and crop area, respectively).75

Thanks.76

77
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3. In fact, I believe the growth rate of the socioeconomic variables should be related78

to the size of the variables. It might be less reasonable to simply assume that the79

growth rate is just a function of time.80

3. Response:81

Thanks for your supportive comment. We agree with your opinion that growth82

rate of socioeconomic variable is not only the function of time, but also related to the83

sizes of these variables. As the interconnections between water, energy, food and84

society systems are being intensified, the evolution of socioeconomic variable is not85

only related to its own size, but also impacted by the status of other systems.86

Environmental awareness, which takes resources demand, supply and shortage in87

water, energy and food systems into account, is considered as a comprehensive88

indicator to sustain the WEFS nexus system. Therefore, we assume that growth rate of89

socioeconomic variable is the function of time and environmental awareness, as is90

shown in equation (2)-(4).91

Thanks.92

93

4. If Nt<Ncap and f(E)=0, rpt would decrease with time, and its minimum value is94

rp0. Why? rp0 represents the growth rate of population in the baseline year. Does the95

baseline year mean the first year? If so, when t=1, why rpt does not equal rp0?96

4. Response:97

Thanks for your supportive comment. We find a typo in the equation and we98

have revised them as follow:99
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100

where Nt is the population in the t-th year; Ncap denotes the environmental capacities101

of population; rP, 0 is the growth rate of population from historical observed data102

before the baseline year; rP, t is the growth rate of population in the t-th year;103

κP*exp(-φPt) is used to depict the impacts of social development on the evolution of104
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population; E is environmental awareness; and f1 represents the feedback function.105

As discussed above, we assume that the socioeconomic variables are going to106

increase with decreasing rate according to previous studies (He et al., 2017; Lin et al.,107

2016). The ideal minimum growth rate will decrease approaching to 0 in the revised108

equation (r*,0 in previous equation), as the socioeconomic variables are considered to109

keep increasing with decreasing rate until reaching their environmental carrying110

capacities if no environmental awareness feedback is triggered. However, the ideal111

conditions may be difficult to be satisfied in the foreseeable future and can give little112

information for the planning (except for scenario Ⅱ removed feedback function,113

environmental awareness feedback is triggered under another three representative114

scenarios shown in Figure 10).115

The baseline year is the first year. We have re-described the definition of rp,0 to116

eliminate the misleading as follow: rp,0 is the growth rate of population from historical117

observed data before the baseline year.118

Thanks.119

120

5. The assumption that an increase in environmental awareness will have a negative121

effect on GDP growth is less robust. In fact, if the community feels the water shortage122

issues, they usually replace the water-intensive industrial sectors with some less123

water-intensive ones. And the latter (e.g., some high-tech industries) might contribute124

even more to GDP growth, with a relatively smaller volume of water consumption.125

5. Response:126

Thanks for your supportive comment. We agree that long-term high-level127

environmental awareness can also promote the advancement of resource-saving128

technology and further increase GDP, besides the constraints on socioeconomic129

variables. Simultaneously taking the positive and negative impacts of environmental130

awareness on GDP may be more reasonable. However, it will also make it difficult to131

distinguish the negative feedback on GDP driven by environmental awareness, which132

is the focus of our study. The process that environmental awareness promotes the133

advancement of resource-saving technology and further increase GDP can be quite134
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complex, which is related to not only the level and duration of environmental135

awareness but also the sizes of various socioeconomic factors. It’s really an136

interesting topic and will become the focus of our further study.137

And we have taken it as a limitation and future work as discussed in line 914-919138

in conclusion section “We acknowledge that environmental awareness feedback139

functionality remains to be further improved. Indeed, environmental awareness also140

has potential to contribute to socioeconomic expansion by promoting141

resources-saving technology. It’s the function of the level and duration of142

environmental awareness, and the sizes of socioeconomic factors, which will become143

the focus of our further study”.144

Thanks.145

146

6. Equation (5) and equation (16). The growth rates of water use quota and energy use147

quota are always negative, which means the water use quota and energy use quota148

would decrease to a negative value in a long run. This is not true. Maybe a minimum149

value is needed to constrain the variable.150

6. Response:151

Thanks for your supportive comment. We have added the minimum value as152

constraint in equation (5), (16), and Table 2.153
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(5)
154

where t
jiWQ , denotes the water use quota of the j-th water user in the i-th operational155

zone in the t-th year; rqwu, 0 and rqwu, t are the growth rates of water use quotas from156

historical observed data and t-th year, respectively; min
jiWQ , is the minimum value of157

water use quota; and κqwu*exp(-φqwut) is used to depict the water-saving effect of158

social development on the evolution of water use quota.159

Thanks.160

161
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7. Equation (19) has the same problem as equation (2).162

7. Response:163

Thanks for your supportive comment. We have revised equation (19) as164

discussed above.165

Thanks.166

167

8. In my previous comments, I suggested the authors give some observable evidence168

to show human adaptive responses. I want to know if there is any evidence to show169

that the community will take measures to constrain the growth of population, GDP,170

and crop area? This is important, because the data points during the modeling period171

(2010-2019) cannot validate the model assumptions about the feedback from172

environmental awareness to population, GDP, and crop area.173

8. Response:174

Thanks for your supportive comment. We believe our manuscript have been175

greatly benefited from this valuable suggestion. We have added more observed176

evidence to show human adaptive response to resources shortage from water, energy177

and food systems in line 461-481.178

The environmental awareness is the key factor to drive the feedback. However,179

as environmental awareness is a subjective variable, there are no empirical observed180

data to calibrate it, which requires more evidences to show adaptive human response181

to environmental awareness. Hepburn et al. (2010) have reviewed studies on182

environmentally related human behavioral economics. Substantial studies indicate183

that environmental awareness is considered as an important factor in modelling184

socioeconomic decisions and policies for water, energy and food systems (Li et al.,185

2019; Li et al., 2021; Lian et al., 2018; Rockson et al., 2013; Xiong et al., 2016). For186

instance, Xiong et al. (2016) investigated the evolution newspaper coverage of water187

issues in China based on water-related articles in a major national newspaper, People’s188

Daily. They found that economic development was the primary target of China before189

2000. With the conflict between water demand and supply being intensified, concerns190

about water security arisen in the newspaper since 2000, which indicated that191
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environmental awareness towards water shortage emerged. Related policies (e.g., the192

strictest water resources control system for water resources management policy) were193

thereby implemented to constrain the over-speed socioeconomic expansion and194

further ensure water security.195

Thanks.196

197

9. Model calibration. Results about parameter sensitivity analysis are not shown. I198

cannot understand how the insensitive parameters are identified (based on expert199

knowledge is not a rigorous way). In addition, the 13 insensitive parameters are used200

in different equations for different variables. Why can all of their values be set to201

0.0856?202

9. Response：203

Thanks for your supportive comment. We have added more details for parameter204

calibration in line 440-444. As is shown in Table 3, some parameters in the model are205

adopted as auxiliary parameters, which are not equipped with exactly physical206

definitions. It indicates there is no independent empirical data to calibrate these207

parameters. Therefore, by reviewing previous studies (Feng et al., 2019; Feng et al.,208

2016; Van Emmerik et al., 2014) and expert knowledge, we evaluated the order of209

magnitudes and rational boundaries for these parameters. The initial parameter210

sensitivity analysis was then conducted to identify the sensitive and insensitive211

parameters. As the insensitive parameters are not able to remarkably alter the system212

(Taking insensitive parameter φP as an example, as shown below), the empirical213

values in previous studies (Feng et al., 2019; Feng et al., 2016) were adopted.214

Thanks.215

216
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217
Figure 1. Trajectories of environmental awareness, water demand, energy consumption, and218

food production with varied φP.219

10. The modeling period is extended to 2070. How are the external drivers assumed220

for the future prediction?221

10. Response:222

Thanks for your supportive comment. We have added more details to describe223

how the water availability and water demand extended to 2070 in line 420-423.224

“water availability from 1956 to 2016 was adopted as the future water availability,225

while dynamic water demand was projected in water system module, both of which226

were inputted into water resources allocation model.”227

Thanks.228

229

11. Line 647. “constraining WSRcrit, ESRcrit, PEA, and Ecrit can maintain the230

integrated system from constant water shortage and energy shortage…”. What can we231

do to constrain these parameters? All of these parameters are boundary conditions,232

and they are not directly associated with human adaptive actions.233

11. Response:234

Thanks for your supportive comment. This study aims to assess the impacts of235

environmental awareness feedback and water resources allocation on WEFS nexus.236

Therefore, we only taken these parameters as static boundary conditions, while the237

dynamics with human adaptive actions haven’t considered yet. However, we have238

evaluated the sensitivity of these parameters in Section 4.4, and found that these239

parameters can effectively regulate evolution of socioeconomic variables and are of240

great significance for the sustainable development of WEFS nexus, which has laid the241

basis for further study on the dynamics of these parameters with human adaptive242
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actions.243

Thanks.244

245

12. Line 32-36. The statement is somewhat misleading. I firstly thought the energy246

shortage rate decreased from 17.16% to 5.80% during some time period. But table 7247

shows that this is a comparison between two modeling scenarios. This cannot be used248

as a conclusion because once you set a different scenario (e.g., different parameter249

values), the values of energy shortage rate will change as well.250

12. Response:251

Thanks for your supportive comment. One of our goals is to assess the impacts252

of environmental awareness feedback on WEFS nexus. Therefore, we set scenario Ⅰ253

considering environmental awareness feedback, while scenario Ⅱ doesn’t, as is shown254

in Table 6. The impacts of environmental awareness feedback on WEFS nexus can be255

studied by comparing the difference between scenario Ⅰ and Ⅱ. And we found that256

environmental awareness can effectively capture human sensitivity to resources257

shortage and keep the integrated system from constant resources shortage by258

regulating socioeconomic expansion (e.g., the average annual energy shortage rate259

under scenario Ⅱ decreased from 17.16% to 5.80% under scenario Ⅰ). Differences260

between different periods under the same scenario can be used to assess the evolution261

phases division of socioeconomic variables, as is discussed in Section 4.2.262

To remove the misleading, we have added the scenarios and their corresponding263

values in abstract in line 35-36. “Rational water resources allocation can ensure water264

supply through reservoir operation, decreasing the water shortage rate from 15.89%265

under scenario Ⅳ to 7.20% under scenario Ⅲ.”266

Thanks.267

268

Overall, I think the model is a bit over-complexed. Perhaps, the authors may consider269

modeling water demand directly. It seems that it is not necessary to model population,270

GDP, crop area, and water use quota, individually. According to equation (17) and271

equation (20), both energy consumption and food production are just related to water272
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supply, and have nothing to do with population, GDP, and crop area. Perhaps using273

water demand as a state variable might largely simplify the model structure and still274

maintain the completeness of the WFE system story.275

Response:276

Thanks for your valuable and constructive suggestion. Directly considering water277

demand as a state variable without simulating population, GDP, crop area, and water278

use quota can no doubt effectively simplify the model structure. However, it will be279

difficult to distinguish different types of water demand (i.e. municipal, rural, industrial280

and agricultural water demand), as population, GDP, and crop area are considered as281

important factors for water demand projection in quota method. Furthermore, it will282

also challenge the estimations of energy consumption and food production, as energy283

use quotas are different in different sectors (shown in equation (17) and Table 2), and284

food production is determined by crop area and agricultural water shortage rate285

(shown in equation (20)). Therefore, eliminating the simulation of population, GDP,286

crop area, and water use quota may directly bring risks to water and food systems, and287

further WEFS nexus system.288

Thanks.289

290
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Reviewer 3291

The authors have made a considerable effort the revise the manuscript. While some292

concerns have been adequately addressed, other have not, and the revisions and293

authors responses also raise new concerns. The new and remaining concerns are294

described below. Because the major concerns (1-3 below) are such that they permeate295

the entire paper, I believe the paper should not be accepted.296

Thank you very much for your valuable comments on our paper. We believe the297

current comments have greatly improved the quality of the paper. Here are the298

responses to your comments:299

300

(1) Co-evolution of WEF nexus – calibration and discussion (primarily sections 4.1301

and 4.2):302

• It is misleading to claim that the model is “reliable for simulating the co-evolution of303

the WEFs nexus” (lines 446-447). As expressed before, the data only covers the early,304

“expansion phase” of the simulation and is thus insufficient to validate the model. It is305

also misleading to present the NSE and percent bias of the calibrated model without306

clarifying that the data only cover a short window and a single phase of the307

co-evolution. In section 4.1 and throughout the manuscript, all language which asserts308

or implies that the model has been validated should be eliminated or revised to be309

accurate. For instance, in the abstract, it is misleading to claim that “The results show310

that environmental awareness can effectively capture the human sensitivity to311

shortages from water, energy, and food systems”. Prior comments regarding this issue312

have not been adequately addressed.313

1. Response:314

Thanks for your supportive comment. We believe our manuscript has greatly315

benefited from this valuable suggestion. We have given more details to explicitly316

emphasize that the observed data can only cover the initial expansion phase of WEFS317

nexus co-evolution in line 461-464. To further demonstrate the reliability of the318
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established WEFS nexus, evidence of human adaptive response to shortages from319

water, energy, and food systems is added in line 464-480. The state “reliable for320

simulating the co-evolution of the WEFS nexus” has been revised as “the established321

model still has potential to simulate the co-evolution of WEFS nexus.” in line322

480-481.323

As environmental awareness stays at a low level and the feedback is not324

triggered in initial expansion phase, the feedback driven by high-level environmental325

awareness hasn’t been calibrated yet. However, as environmental awareness is a326

subjective variable, there are no empirical data to calibrate it, which requires more327

evidences to show adaptive human response to environmental awareness. Hepburn et328

al. (2010) have reviewed studies on environmentally related human behavioral329

economics. Substantial studies indicate that environmental awareness is considered as330

an important factor in modelling socioeconomic decisions and policies for water,331

energy and food systems (Li et al., 2019; Li et al., 2021; Lian et al., 2018; Rockson et332

al., 2013; Xiong et al., 2016). For instance, Xiong et al. (2016) investigated the333

evolution newspaper coverage of water issues in China based on water-related articles334

in a major national newspaper, People’s Daily. They found that economic335

development was the primary target of China before 2000. With the conflict between336

water demand and supply being intensified, concerns about water security arisen in337

the newspaper since 2000, which indicated that environmental awareness towards338

water shortage emerged. Related policies (e.g., the strictest water resources control339

system for water resources management policy in China) were thereby implemented340

to constrain the over-speed socioeconomic expansion and further ensure water341

security. Therefore, the established model still has potential to simulate the342

co-evolution of WEFS nexus.343

Thanks.344

345

• The authors state in their responses (see response 15 especially), that they selected346

parameters “to ensure the rational co-evolution of the integrated system”. This sounds347

like the “phases” of co-evolution were imposed on the model, rather than emerging348
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from the model. Thus, the entire perspective of section 4.2, which discusses the349

phases as an insightful model result, is misleading.350

2. Response:351

Thanks for your supportive comment. The state should be corrected. We selected352

the parameters from appropriate intervals based on parameter sensitivity analysis to353

ensure “socioeconomic variables in WEFS nexus with rational intervals”, rather than354

“the rational co-evolution of the integrated system”. As is shown in Figure 8, 9, 10,355

and 11 for parameter sensitivity analysis, despite the amounts of socioeconomic356

variables have changed with varied parameters, the phases dividing rule is still valid357

for the co-evolution of WEFS nexus.358

Therefore, the phases emerge from the model, rather than imposed.359

Thanks.360

361

• Analysis of co-evolution is, by nature, analysis of how states *change over time*.362

The use of static energy production and food target are therefore troublesome. These363

values are critical to shortages and therefore awareness and all other state364

co-evolution. In their responses, the authors claim this simplification is acceptable365

since the focus of the study is as stated above; this response may be acceptable, but366

the paper’s attention given to the co-evolution and its phases should be minimized367

accordingly (i.e. dramatically cut and revise section 4.2).368

3. Response:369

Thanks for your supportive comment. We agree with your opinion that WEFS370

nexus co-evolution is not the focus of the study and thereby needs simplification. We371

have greatly simplified Section 4.2 for WEFS nexus co-evolution, and only the phase372

dividing, and their primary properties are emphasized. (the length of Section 4.2373

decreases from 1,329 to 789 words).374

Thanks.375

376

• The phases of co-evolution are essentially the same as those presented in Feng et al.377

2016. Reference to that study should be made, and the discussion in the section 4.2378
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shortened significantly.379

4. Response:380

Thanks for your supportive comment. We have cited the reference in line 490,381

and greatly shortened Section 4.2.382

Thanks.383

384

(2) In light of the authors response, the scales of the energy, food, and water systems385

appear to be very different (sections 2.1, 2.2, 2.3). Thy system is only energy use for386

water supply within the basin; the water system is all water users within the basin; and387

the food system goes beyond the basin boundaries (exporting food was provided as388

justification for food target/demand being an external driver). However, the energy,389

food, and water shortage awareness are all aggregated into a single “environmental390

awareness” which drives population, GDP, and crop area. The discordant scales391

should be accounted for, or at a minimum discussed, when aggregating environmental392

awareness. In addition, the different scales would seem to have implications for how393

the model results are interpreted, but no such discussion is provided in the results.394

5. Response:395

Thanks for your supportive comment. Water demand in each water user in each396

operational zone is projected in water system module. Water supply for every water397

user is then simulated according to water resources allocation model. Once the water398

supply is determined, the energy consumption at each water user during water supply399

process can be estimated. The food production in every operational zone is also400

determined, with the agricultural water shortage rate outputted from water resources401

allocation model. Therefore, the water demand, water supply, energy consumption,402

energy supply, and food production are within the basin, except for the target food403

production (or food demand).404

As current observed crop area and food production structure are formed with the405

target food production considering food exported, it’s hard to distinguish the crop area406

for food export from the total crop area. If the target food production doesn’t consider407

the food export, food production will be remarkably larger than food demand, and the408
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current crop area will keep rapidly shrinking with environmental awareness feedback,409

which is not consistent with the fact. Therefore, we still consider the exported food as410

part of target food demand of the basin, and further laid the basis for environmental411

awareness estimation.412

Simultaneously, we find that target food production is an important parameter for413

WEFS nexus, particularly for food system, as shown in Figure 8 (e), 9 (e), 10 (e), and414

11 (e). Therefore, it’s exactly more reasonable to separate local food demand and415

exported food demand, to further assess their impacts on WEFS nexus, respectively,416

which is really an interesting top. However, it’s not the focus of this paper, and it will417

be studied in our next work.418

Thanks.419

420

(3) The discussion of all results still needs re-organization and narrowing of focus.421

The abstract and author comments indicate that the focus of the paper is (1) impacts422

of environmental awareness feedbacks and (2) impacts of reservoir storage. It seems423

that the novelty of the present study (especially in comparison to Feng et al. 2016 and424

2019) comes from section 4.4 – toggling the environmental awareness feedback425

on/off, and using a detailed reservoir simulation rather than a simplified reservoir426

model. The results discussion should be cut down to indeed focus on these427

contributions. Perhaps all of section 4.2 should be eliminated (more on this section428

above). Section 4.3 (sensitivity analysis) should be revised to focus on the two main429

contributions, rather than a comprehensive description of sensitivity.430

6. Response:431

Thanks for your supportive comment. We agree with your opinion and our432

manuscript has greatly benefited from this valuable suggestion. To explicitly433

emphasize the contribution of the study, we re-organized the discussion structure:434

Section 4.1 model calibration, Section 4.2 co-evolution of WEFS nexus, Section 4.3435

impacts of environmental awareness feedback and water resources allocation on436

WEFS nexus, and Section 4.4 sensitivity analysis for WEFS nexus.437

Specifically, for Section 4.2, as the WEFS nexus co-evolution is not the focus of438
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the study, but still considered as the basis for Section 4.3 and 4.3, we greatly439

simplified Section 4.2, rather than eliminated.440

The updated sensitivity analysis in Section 4.4 consists of two parts: 4.4.1441

sensitivity analysis of environmental awareness feedback on WEFS nexus, and442

newly added 4.4.2 sensitivity analysis of water resources allocation schemes on443

WEFS nexus. For sensitivity analysis of environmental awareness feedback, seven444

parameters related to the boundary conditions and critical values are selected. Results445

indicate that these parameters can dominate the environmental awareness evolution,446

and further regulate the pace of socioeconomic expansion by environmental447

awareness feedback, which is of significance to keep the integrated system from448

violent deterioration in contraction and recession phases. For sensitivity analysis of449

water resources allocation schemes, varied multipliers for water release from reservoir450

based on reference scenario are adopted. According to the response to different water451

resources allocation schemes, operational zones were classified into four types as452

shown in Figure 12. And we found that regulating capacity of water project is an453

important factor in water resources allocation to ensure the stability of water system454

to sustain WEFS nexus. Particularly for the area with certain regulating capacity of455

water project but cannot totally cover the water demand, regulating the water release456

from reservoir by rational water resources allocation schemes can further ensure water457

supply and contribute to the sustainable development of the WEFS nexus.458

The newly added results for sensitivity analysis of water resources allocation459

schemes are shown in Figure 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13.460

Thanks.461
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462

Figure 8 (h). Trajectories of environmental awareness with varied parameters.463

464

Figure 9 (h). Trajectories of water demand with varied parameters.465
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466

Figure 10 (h). Trajectories of energy consumption with varied parameters.467

468

Figure 11 (h). Trajectories of food production with varied parameters.469
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470

Figure 12. Spatial distribution of A, B, C, and D types of operational zones.471

472

473
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474
Figure 13. Socioeconomic variables with varied reservoir release multiplier in Z9, Z1, Z8,475

and Z13: (a) changing rates of water demand; (b) changing rates of energy consumption; (c)476

changing rate of food production; (d) water shortage rates; (e) water shortage rates of water477

users in Z1 (user 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 are related to municipal, rural, in-stream ecology, industrial,478

and agricultural users); (f) water shortage rates of water users in Z8.479

480

(4) Less permeating issues481

• The new water quota formulation (eqn 5) seems to imply that the water quota will go482

to zero as time goes to infinity (assuming parameter values as provided in section 4).483

7. Response:484

Thanks for your supportive comment. We have added the minimum value as485

constraint in equation (5), (16), and Table 2.486
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(5)
487

where t
jiWQ , denotes the water use quota of the j-th water user in the i-th operational488

zone in the t-th year; rqwu, 0 and rqwu, t are the growth rates of water use quotas from489

historical observed data and t-th year, respectively; min
jiWQ , is the minimum value of490

water use quota; and κqwu*exp(-φqwut) is used to depict the water-saving effect of491

social development on the evolution of water use quota.492

Thanks.493
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494

• There is still no index provided for the summations in equations 6-8. Also, in495

equation 7, if total inflow includes natural inflow, is natural inflow being subtracted496

twice? Why? And why isn’t the demand reduction factor included in the denominator497

of equation 8?498

8. Response:499

Thanks for your supportive comment.500

(1) We have added the summation for total water shortage rate in equations (8).501
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where ts is the current time step; Tsts denotes the total number of the sub-time steps;505

sts is the current sub-time step; sts
jiWE , represents the extrapolated natural water inflow506

for the j-th water use sector in the i-th operational zone; sts
jiWTSup , is the total water507

supply; sts
jiWRSup , is the water supply from reservoir; ts

jiWD , is the water demand; fred508

is the demand reduction factor; st
jiWS , is the water shortage; t

jiWSR , is the water509

shortage rate in the t-th year; and tWSR is the total water shortage rate.510

(2) The total water supply ( sts
jiWTSup , ) comprises natural water inflow and water511

supply from reservoir. In each sub-time step (except the first), the average natural512

water inflow (i.e., sts
jiWE , ) in the previous sts-1 sub-time steps is estimated as the513

extrapolated natural water inflow in the remaining Tsts-sts+1 sub-time steps using514

equation (6). In equation (7), 
sts sts

jiWTSup
1

,
covers the total natural water inflow in the515

previous sts-1 sub-time steps, while sts
jiWE , is considered as the total natural water516

inflow in the remaining Tsts-sts+1 sub-time steps. Therefore, natural water inflow is517
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not subtracted twice.518

(3) Thanks for your reminder. It’s a typo and we have added reduction factor519

into equation (8).520

Thanks.521

522

• What does it mean that IRAS runs on a yearly “loop” (line 208)?523

9. Response:524

Thanks for your supportive comment. The operational rule period of IRAS525

model is yearly-based. Once the length of time step is given, the number of time steps526

in a year can be determined and IRAS model will split the long-term series into yearly527

series to adapt to the operational rule. For instance, both the water availability and528

water demand are long term series from 2010 to 2070 in the study, while the reservoir529

operational rules are not. The reservoir operational rules repeat every year (in the530

study, there are 12 time steps in a year, as the length of time step is a month) to531

regulate the water release during the long term series. More details can be found in532

Matrosov et al. (2011).533

As the state “IRAS runs on a yearly loop” can give little information and may534

mislead readers, we have removed it from the paper.535

Thanks.536

537

• “Planning food production” should be renamed to indicate that it is target production538

(or demand) and authors say in responses (line 297). Section 2.3 should also state that539

the food production target is an external driver because food production is largely540

exported (per author responses).541

10. Response:542

Thanks for your supportive comment. We have renamed “Planning food543

production” with “Target food production” in the paper. The state indicating the target544

food production has considered the exported food has been added in line290-292545

“With the target food production which has considered the local and exported food546

demands of basin, the food shortage rate can then be estimated using equations (20)547
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and (21)”.548

Thanks.549

550

• It is still unclear how agricultural water demand is implemented in the model. How551

are exceedance frequencies/demands assigned to years of the simulation? (lines552

406-410)553

11. Response:554

Thanks for your supportive comment. We have given more details for555

agricultural water demand frequency in line 413-416. Agricultural water demand556

depends on agricultural water use quota and crop area. Agricultural water use quota is557

related to water availability frequency. The historical water availability during558

1956~2016 is adopted as the water availability of simulation years in the paper, based559

on which the frequencies can be determined. As the water availability empirical560

frequencies between years during the long term (i.e., 1956~2016) are different, the561

agricultural water demands are also different between years. However, it’s hard to562

collect all the agricultural water use quotas under all the frequencies. Therefore, four563

typical frequencies P = 50%, 75%, 90%, and 95% (corresponding agricultural water564

use quotas data are available), are selected to indicate wet, normal, dry, and extreme565

dry years to simplify the agricultural water demand series (If Pt≤60%, the year is566

defined as wet year; if 60%<Pt≤80%, the year is defined as normal year; if567

80%<Pt≤90%, the year is defined as dry year; if 90%≤Pt, the year is defined as568

extreme year).569

Thanks.570

571
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